
Is It Abuse If...?
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum 
Fostering responsibility by respecting young people’s rights to honest sexuality education. 

• Inform the school counselor that you will be addressing
this topic in class in case a student discloses any current or
past abuse or is triggered by what is discussed. If the counselor
is not available, you may wish to follow up with them after the
class as needed to let them know whether you observed
anything in any of the students that would make you feel
concerned and merit follow-up.

• If a student appears to be particularly distressed during the
lesson, please send that student to see the school counselor
immediately.

• Log into YouTube with your district ID and password
so that you may preview the following video and
have it ready to play: “Teen Dating Violence PSA”
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wss6CvUVe68.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Describe at least two characteristics of five different types of
relationship abuse. [Knowledge]

2. Explain what, in their own opinion, does and does not
constitute relationship abuse. [Knowledge, Affect]

3. Name one online and one hotline resource teens can use to get
help if they or someone they know is in an abusive
relationship.[Knowledge]

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the warning signs of sexual
harassment and sex trafficking. [Knowledge]

5. Demonstrate an understanding of how to report a sexual
assault or abusive relationship. [Knowledge, Skill]

MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Lesson PowerPoint

• Projector and screen

• Computer with Internet 
connection and audio 
equipment

• White board and markers

• Butcher paper (5 sheets)

• Five markers

• Masking tape

• “Is It Abuse If…?” worksheet 
(one per student)

• “Is It Abuse If…?” Answer Key

Homework: "Trafficking 
Prevention" homework sheet for 
each student. (Copies of the 
articles for students who prefer 
not to watch a video) 

TIME: 50 Minutes

TARGET GRADE:
High School – Lesson 9

www.advocatesforyouth.org

NSES ALIGNMENT: 
Students will be able to: 

PS.12.CC.1 – Compare and 
contrast situations and behaviors 
that may constitute bullying, 
sexual harassment, sexual abuse, 
sexual assault, incest, rape and 
dating violence.   

PS.12.IC.2 – Identify ways in 
which they could respond when 
someone else is being bullied or 
harassed.   

HR.12.IC.1 – Demonstrate 
effective strategies to avoid or 
end an unhealthy relationship.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION FOR LESSON:

Note to the Teacher: Please let students know ahead of time that you 
will be addressing this topic in the next lesson. This gives those who 
may be survivors of abuse or trauma, who may wish to miss this class 
session, the opportunity to avoid being triggered and re-traumatized. 
For resources on how to support the mental health of your students, 
please see SDUSD's Mental Health Resource Center. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wss6CvUVe68
http://www.advocatesforyouth.org
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wss6CvUVe68
https://staff.sandiegounified.org/cms/one.aspx?portalId=27969388&pageId=29580944


A NOTE ABOUT LANGUAGE:

Language is important and we’ve been careful about our language throughout this curriculum. 
You may notice language throughout the curriculum that seems less familiar —using the 
pronoun “they” instead of “her” or “him,” using gender neutral names in scenarios and role-
plays and referring to “someone with a vulva” vs. a girl or woman. This is intended to make the 
curriculum inclusive of all genders and gender identities. You will need to determine for 
yourself how much and how often you can do this in your own school and classroom and 
should make adjustments accordingly. 

PROCEDURE:

STEP 1:  Say, “There are a lot of myths out there about sexuality and relationships, 
particularly as it relates to teens. One myth is that relationship abuse doesn’t happen in teen 
relationships. That’s what we’re going to talk about today. Actually, statistics show that 
relationship abuse of all kinds is just as prevalent in teen relationships as it is in adult 
relationships. 

Often, people can’t always tell whether their relationship is abusive or whether they’re just 
going through a rough time with a partner. We’re going to try to figure that out today, along 
with what to do when you realize you or someone you know is in an unhealthy or abusive 
relationship. Our goal is to be able to recognize and foster healthy relationships based on 
mutual respect and affection that can lead to a committed relationship, such as marriage.” 

Before you begin the activity, remind students that you are a mandated reporter in California, 
which means that if you hear any comments from students that suggest that they might have 
been a victim of abuse you are required to report this to the police so that they may conduct an 
official investigation.

Say, “There are a number of different categories of relationship abuse: Physical, Emotional, 
Psychological, Sexual, and Financial.” As you name these, write these five categories of abuse 
on the board. “Physical abuse is exactly what it sounds like—hurting someone physically in 
some way. Emotional abuse is making someone feel bad about themselves, such as taking 
away their sense of self or self-esteem, or harassing someone so that they feel bad about 
themselves. Psychological abuse is using threats or intimidation to frighten someone or make 
them feel like they’re losing touch with reality. Sexual abuse is similar to physical abuse, 
although the abuse is sexual in nature. This includes sex trafficking, though people who are 
trafficked experience other categories of abuse as well. Finally, financial abuse is when the 
finances in a relationship—or a person’s potential to earn or have money—are controlled by 
one person. Let’s explore what each of these mean.” (5 minutes) 

STEP 2:  Separate the class into five groups and assign each group one type of abuse. Give each 
group a blank sheet of butcher paper and a marker. Say, “Given the definitions I just shared, 
please work in your groups to come up with some specific behaviors that would come under 
your category. For example, ‘hitting’ would be in the Physical Abuse category. Each group will 
come up with their own unique lists, but there may be some overlap from time to time.” Answer 
any questions and tell the class they have about five minutes in which to complete their 
brainstorms. (8 minutes)

STEP 3:  Stop the groups after about 5 minutes. Ask each group to present what is on their 
sheet. If there is more than one group with the same category, you can ask the second group to 
share only unique ideas. Groups may debate about categories if a particular behavior is 
suggested for more than one category. Sample responses should include:

Is It Abuse If...?
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, 
Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum
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As you go through the lists, ask other groups if they have anything they would add. Ask 
students what they notice about the lists. Say, “It can be relatively easy to come up with a list 
of behaviors—especially when we’re not in the relationship in the moment. But sometimes 
abusive situations aren’t so clear. 

Is It Abuse If...?
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, 
Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum
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PHYSICAL
• Hitting
• Kicking
• Slapping
• Punching
• Pinching
• Restraining
• Choking
• Blocking their way

EMOTIONAL
• Criticizing the person’s appearance or intelligence
• Telling the person that no one else would ever want to be with them
• Flirting with other people in front of the person
• Using what they know makes the other person feel vulnerable to make them feel worse
• Sharing sexy photos of the other person without their consent [it is illegal for anyone to 
iiiiiiiiiiiishare naked or sexual photos of people under the age of 18]

PSYCHOLOGICAL
• Threatening to hurt the other person
• Threatening to hurt people they know or care about (or pets)
• Texting nonstop and expecting the other person to text back by a certain time
• Threatening to hurt yourself if the other person doesn’t do what you want
• Spreading rumors about the person

SEXUAL
• Rape
• Physically forcing the other person to do anything sexual they don’t want to do
• Coercing, intimidating, or pressuring the other person to do something sexual that they        
iiiiiiiiiiiido not want to do, including sex trafficking.
• Making the other person watch porn
• Sharing sexy photos of the other person without their consent
• Refusing to practice safer sex

FINANCIAL
• Controlling the money in the relationship
• Stealing from the other person
• Telling the other person they need to spend time with you instead of going to work
• Keeping the other person from going to or finishing school, which limits their ability to 
iiiiiiiiiiiiearn money

http://www.advocatesforyouth.org


For instance, other types of relationship abuse can include sexual harassment, sexual 
assault, and sex trafficking. Sexual harassment is unwelcome sexual advances, requests for 
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical harassment of a sexual nature such as unwanted 
sexual notes or texts. If the recipient tells someone to stop this type of harassment even 
once, and it continues, then it is sexual harassment and is illegal. If someone is touching you 
in a sexual way without your consent, that could be considered sexual assault.” Ask 
students if they can offer some examples of sexual harassment. Remind students not to name 
names and to report to you privately if they need to. 

"Human trafficking, which includes labor and sex trafficking, is a form of modern day 
slavery. Sex trafficking is when a person uses force, fraud, or coercion, which means tricking 
or pressuring someone, to control another person for the purpose of engaging in sex acts for 
money or other goods, including food and housing. If a person is under 18, there does not 
have to be force, fraud, or coercion for it to be sex trafficking. Minors are protected under 
the law and can safely seek help without fear of legal consequences. Traffickers may take a 
person by force, but are more likely to befriend someone through social media or gaming 
sites, schools, or other places teens hangout to try and gain their trust. The trafficker could 
also be a family member, friend, "boyfriend," or other romantic partner. The person being 
trafficked has sex with other people to please the person that is trafficking them, because 
they are in fear of being injured, or of their family being hurt, or for the promise of a certain 
lifestyle or basic needs. Sometimes it might even be another teenager who is trafficking 
people. Most people who are trafficked are targeted as young teens, on average 15 years 
old, but it can happen to anyone, regardless of gender,race, socio-economic status, or 
location. Studies estimate between 3,000 to 8,000 people are sex trafficked in San Diego 
County each year. In any form that it takes, sex trafficking—someone forcing or pressuring 
someone else to have sex with others—is illegal.” (14 minutes)

STEP 4: Ask students to return to their original seats. Distribute the “Is It Abuse If…?” 
worksheet. Tell students to read each statement and decide whether they think what is 
described is abusive, and indicate their decision by circling the response on the sheet. Tell 
them they have about 5 minutes in which to do this.

Once everyone has finished, divide the class into groups of four. Instruct students to go 
through each situation on the “Is It Abuse If…?” worksheet and discuss their answers. Tell 
them they can change their answers if they wish. Allow for about 10 minutes for their small 
group discussions. 

Start processing the activity by asking, “What was it like to do that? What was [fill in 
students’ responses] about it?” Ask whether they found any of the statements particularly 
easy to discuss or agree on and why. Then ask them to talk about some that were more 
challenging to discuss and/or agree upon. Point out that the gender(s) of the partners were 
not revealed in the examples. Ask the students, “What did you picture in these relationships? 
Who was an abuser? Who was being abused? Would your responses have changed based on 
whether the characters were one gender or another?” (17 minutes).

STEP 5: Show the “Teen Dating Violence PSA” (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wss6CvUVe68), 
stopping it at 1:55 so the students can write down the hotline number on the screen, which is 
the National Teen Dating Abuse Hotline (866-331-9474). 

Is It Abuse If...?
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Say, “What are some examples from the video that people said to their abusive partner?” 
After hearing student responses, ask what else a young person can do if they find that 
they or a friend are in an unhealthy or abusive relationship. Probe for: they can ask for 
help from parent(s)/caregiver(s), teachers, coaches, friend’s parent/caregiver, etc. 

Say, “Sometimes, people don’t feel they can talk with someone face-to-face. iIt can be 
hard to speak up when these things happen to you or someone you care about for many 
reason, such as fear,   shame, or confusion. Depending on the gender or genders of the 
people involved in the relationship, the person being abused may be even less likely to 
disclose that they’d been abused and to seek help. Identifying a safe and trusted adult is 
the first step in getting help. This could be a family member, someone at school, a 
neighbor, a medical professional, a faith leader, or someone else in your community. An 
anonymous website or hotline can ialso iencourage people get the help they need. The 
one you see on the screen is one example of a hotline that can help. 

You can also use the  i www.loveisrespect.org website and other resources on the  
Student Support website    iwww.sandiegounified.org/Support to helpi in situations of 
relationship abuse, sexual harassment, or sex trafficking.” i  Write the phone number 
(866-331-9474) and these website addresses on the board.i Tell students, “In California, 
anyone of any age may consent to their own care and treatment for sexual assault 
confidentially, meaning without notifying parents if you do not wish to. Please see the 
“California Minor Consent Laws” card that I gave to you during the last lesson for more 
details.” Answer any questions, and let students know that you and the School Counselor 
are available to talk if they have any questions that they would prefer to ask one-on-one. 

RECOMMENDED ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES AT CONCLUSION 
OF LESSON:
Defining and categorizing the types of relationship abuse will accomplish Learning Objec-
tive 1. The “Is It Abuse If…?” worksheet will accomplish Learning Objective 2. The teacher 
sharing the hotline information at the end will accomplish Learning Objective 3.

HOMEWORK: 
Answer the questions on the worksheet "Trafficking Prevention." The same questions can 
be answered using the video "Human Trafficking in San Diego" or by reading the articles "5 
Common Trafficking Recruitment Methods" and "10 Facts About Sex Trafficking."

Note: The activity, “Is It Abuse If…?” was created by Elizabeth Schroeder, EdD, MSW, and then 
subsequently published in the American Journal of Sexuality Education in 2005. This is an 
adaptation of that activity.

Is It Abuse If...?
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Is It Abuse If...?
Answer Key

1. A couple are arguing, and when one partner begins to freak out, the other 
gives them a light slap to calm them down?

YES NO

Comments: It’s never okay to hit someone else, especially when you’re in a relationship with 
them. This is an example of Physical Abuse.

2. A person walks their partner to school every morning, meets them for lunch every day, 
and picks them up at the end of each afternoon?

YES COULD BE EITHER  NO

Comments: If these actions are wanted and appreciated by the person being walked to/from 
and met at school, then this is not abuse. If these actions are not wanted by that person, 
they need to clearly state that – and the partner needs to respect their wishes. If the partner 
doesn’t respect their wishes and keeps doing it, that would be considered Psychological 
Abuse. 

3. Every time a same-gender couple argues, one of the partners threatens to “out” the 
other to their family?

YES  NO

Comments: This is an example of intimidation and Psychological Abuse and using threats in a 
relationship is never okay. 

4. Before a couple decides to have sex, they talk about boundaries and safer sex, and agree 
to get tested together?

Comments: Open and honest communication, especially about decisions regarding sexual 
health, is an important part of any healthy relationship. By having a conversation about sex 
beforehand, this couple was able to prepare to make safer sex choices, and are more likely to 
have conversations about sex or other relationship issues as they come up. It is important to 
remember that talking about relationships, sex, and especially consent, is not a one-time 
conversation, and that people should check in with their partner regularly. 

5. A couple starts play-fighting and they wrestle around on the floor, resulting in bruises 
on one of their arms?

YES

COULD BE EITHER 

 NO

www.advocatesforyouth.org
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NOYES

Comments: Perhaps the play-fighting was mutually consensual and enjoyed by both 
partners and the bruising was truly an accident. But if one of the partners was not 
enjoying the wrestling, told the other person to stop, and/or was intimidated or physically 
hurt, then this is an example of Physical Abuse.

6. One partner says they want to have sex, their partner says they’re not ready, but after 
talking about it, the couple decides to have sex?

Comments: We don’t know how Partner One is talking with Partner Two; it could be that 
Partner Two felt more comfortable after talking and simply changed their mind. But did 
Partner One pressure the other? Were threats used? Intimidation? Agreeing under pressure 
is not the same as enthusiastic consent. And if Partner One gives any ultimatums—such as, 
"Fine, then let’s break up"—then it would definitely be considered Emotional Abuse.  

YES  NO

COULD BE EITHER

http://www.advocatesforyouth.org


YES COULD BE EITHER  NO

Comments: It is never a good idea to share electronic passwords, unless it is with your 
parent or caregiver, and no one except a parent or caregiver should have unlimited access 
to someone's phone. While access to each other's phones may seem fine at first, it can be 
unsafe if the relationship becomes abusive. If a person's partner insists on being able to 
check their partner's phone, that is controlling behavior and is Psychological Abuse. 

8. One partner pressures their partner to have sex with another person in exchange for 
money?

YES  NO

Comments: This is an example of Financial, Emotional, and Sexual Abuse and constitutes 
Sex Trafficking. Sex Trafficking is when a person is forced, compelled, or coerced to 
engage in commercial sex acts, meaning having sex in exchange for money, and it is illegal.

9. One partner teases and jokes with the other about sexuality-related things while they’re 
at school, even though their partner has asked them to stop?

YES  NO

Comments: Since the partner has already asked the other person to stop and the behavior 
continues, this is an example of Emotional Abuse and sexual harassment.

Is It Abuse If...?
Answer Key (Cont.)

7. Someone expects to be able to check their partner’s cell phone/texts anytime they 
wish and demands to know their password?
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Is It Abuse If...?

Name _______________________________________  Date ________________________

1. A couple are arguing, and when one partner begins to freak out, the other gives them a 
light slap to calm them down?

YES NO
Comments: 

2. A person walks their partner to school every morning, meets them for lunch every day, 
and picks them up at the end of each afternoon?

YES NO

Comments:

 
3. Every time a same-gender couple argues, one of the partners threatens to “out” the 
other to their family?

YES          NO

Comments: 

4. Before a couple decides to have sex, they talk about boundaries and safer sex, and 
agree to get tested together?

YES NO
Comments: 

5. A couple starts play-fighting and they wrestle around on the floor, resulting in bruises 
on one of their arms?

YES NO
Comments: 

6. One partner says they want to have sex, their partner says they’re not ready, but after 
talking about it, the couple decides to have sex?

YES NO
Comments: 

7. Someone expects to be able to check their partner’s cell phone/texts anytime they wish 
and demands to know their password?

YES NO
Comments: 

8. One partner pressures their partner to have sex with another person in exchange for 
money?

YES NO

Comments:

9. One partner teases and jokes with the other about sexuality-related things while they’re 
at school, even though their partner has asked them to stop?

YES NO
Comments:

www.advocatesforyouth.org
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Trafficking Prevention 
                        Homework (Lesson HS-9) 

Student Name_____________________________________________________ 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

• Watch the following video on Human Trafficking in San Diego https://vimeo.com/155869265.

• Non tech option: Read “5 Common Trafficking Recruitment Methods” and “10 Facts about Sex 
Trafficking.” 

• Answer the following questions below.

1) How many people fall victim to sex trafficking in San Diego County each year?

______________________________________________________________________________

2) What part of the county is seeing the most trafficking?

______________________________________________________________________________

3) Describe in your own words some of the strategies traffickers are using to recruit young
people.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

4) What are the hotline numbers you can call or text to report trafficking or seek
assistance?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

5) What are some strategies you can use to protect yourself or others from trafficking?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

6) Do you have any questions for your teacher about healthy relationships or trafficking?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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10/4/2019 5 Common Trafficking Recruitment Methods - PACT

https://pact.city/5-common-trafficking-recruitment-methods/

1. Personal Social Networks

Personal social networks and relationships are a powerful recruitment tool. Traffickers
commonly recruit friends of family members, friends of other girls they have trafficked, and
others in their neighborhood. Sometimes, they will throw “turnout parties” within their social
network to recruit. They recruit in many places such as malls, transit stations, beaches,
gas stations, campuses, clubs, and restaurants. Schools, malls, and transit locations in
particular are associated with minors. Young traffickers who are often gang-involved
traffickers use their networks in their school and in their community, often recruiting their
classmates.

2. Romantic Relationships

Many traffickers engage in romantic or physical relationships with the recruits to appeal to
their victims’ emotional and economic needs. They use a sort of bait and switch tactic,
building a relationship with the victim, then asking the victim to engage in commercial sex
to help the two of them accomplish their dreams of being together.

3. Online ads

Ads for recruitment often pose as a legitimate employment opportunity, calling for “models”
and presenting the opportunity for a photo shoot. Traffickers also search existing online
advertisements on sites like Craigslist and Backpage for women and girls who might be
working independently.

4. The Lure of Wealth

 Former traffickers said that pointing out to victims that they were “already doing it for free”
was particularly influential with those who were economically disadvantaged. The
traffickers offer the victim economic security. For traffickers, prominently displaying their
wealth was key to recruiting with many citing their outward displays of wealth as a primary
means of attraction for victims.

5 Common Trafficking Recruitment Methods

National Human Trafficking Hotline

1.888.373.7888
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5. Current Victims

Girls already involved with the trafficker are often made to help with recruiting, especially
from train stations, bus stops, bus stations, clubs, detention facilities, group homes,
continuation schools, homeless shelters, and from social media. These girls are typically
called “bottoms”. Although the bottom is both a victim and an offender, law enforcement
takes the position that if the person is actively involved in recruitment, they will be charged
with trafficking.

Full list of sources at pact.city/facts

© 2019 PACT
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10/4/2019 10 Facts About Sex Trafficking

https://sdyouthservices.org/about/news_events/program_spotlight_i_care/10-facts-sex-trafficking/

10 Facts About Sex Tra�cking

1.

The FBI has classi�ed San Diego as a “High Intensity Child Prostitution Area” on a list of the top 13 cities for 
prostituting children.

2.
There are at least 3,000 trafficking victims per year in San Diego County, according to a study released in 2016 by 

the University of San Diego and Point Loma Nazarene University. The number may be as high as 8,000.

3.
The average age of entry into sex trafficking is 16.

4.
When a victim is a minor under the age of 18, sex trafficking does not require force, fraud or coercion. Minors 

cannot legally consent to sexual activity

5.
Victims often have backgrounds of child physical or sexual abuse and domestic violence but span every 

socioeconomic and family background.
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6.

The average victim is tra�cked for about three years before reaching the attention of law 
enforcement.

7.

100 percent of high schools that participated in a recent study reported recruitment of their students 
for sex tra�cking.

8.

About 90 percent of high schools surveyed reported cases of their students becoming victims of sex 
tra�cking.

9.

Homeless and foster youth are at the greatest risk for recruitment.

10.

Most of the sex tra�cking activity is controlled by street gangs, some of which have turned to 
prostitution as their top source of income.
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